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All is Being Revealed
Sananda via James McConnell - April 9, 2022

Published at Voyages of Light
 
I am Sananda. Again, I come to you at this time, to continue to bring to you the new
expression. 
 
The new expression of love and oneness is overtaking all of life here on the planet, even
though you do not realize it. Maybe you do. But many across the planet to not realize this, or
even know anything about this. 
 
But this indeed is a great expression of the Great Plan that is in the works. And all of you are
the ones that are bringing this plan forward. 
 
And you must continue to understand, even though it appears to not be so, that the plan is not
working out the way you wanted it to. 
 
Know that perhaps in a round-about-way, but it is still coming forward. For you do not know
the full ramifications of all that is involved. Your three-dimensional consciousness is not yet
ready to experience it or express it. But your fifth-dimensional consciousness, which you find
yourselves in from time to time, can accept this, and is accepting this. And not only accepting
this, but being the creator of all that is yet to come. 
 
So you are all the ones that you have been waiting for. You are not waiting for those from the
skies to come and save you. You are not waiting for those deep within the Earth to come save
you. You are not waiting for a savior. 
 
You are the savior. You are the Second Coming of the Christ Consciousness here on this
planet. And all have been waiting for you. Think about that. Express that within yourself. Feel it
within yourself. For you are much more than you appear to be, or that you think you are. 
 
You have heard this many times, that you have come from many different systems prior to
this. And all that you are doing now, you have done before in many different ways, and in
many different expressions. 
 
This is one more time you’ve come together as souls coming back together again. You are
those souls coming back. Coming back together, and forming the legions of the Light Workers
and Light Warriors here on the planet. And you are a legion together. 
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You must come to fully understand that. 
 
This, my friends, is the times you have been preparing for. You are right on the verge now, as
the Spring comes forth. The Spring springs forth and brings new life. But for that new life to
come forward, the old must fall apart. It must come down. 
 
And that is what you are experiencing now, as the many truths come forward, and the
darkness is revealed for what it is: an illusion. A part of the illusion that you yourselves as the
creators, have created. 
 
So let it all go now. Let the illusion fall apart within you. And as it falls apart within each of you,
as an individual and as a group, it falls apart on all across the planet more and more. 
 
For you are the catalysts. Just as I, as Yeshua (Jesus), walked the Earth and drew to me
many to follow me, you are that Christ Consciousness now, calling many forward to come to
you and to find the expression that you have within yourself for themselves. 
 
And they now follow you, even though they do not yet know it. They are following you. Not you
individually necessarily, but you as a collective you, they are following now, more and more.
They are beginning to see the truths come forward, for those cannot be hidden much longer. 
 
And as again, this is the Spring with everything coming forth, springing forth, this is the time
where all things are coming together to be revealed. Can we tell you exactly how they are
going to be revealed? No. But you are seeing the beginnings of all of that now. Many of the
dominos that you have been looking for are beginning to fall. 
 
Can we tell you the order that they will fall? No. For we do not fully know the order that it will
happen, because it is all based on man’s consciousness here on the planet, your collective
humanity consciousness. And not only the consciousness of humanity, but the consciousness
of the animals, and the planets, and the minerals themselves, all are coming together as one
to create the new Golden Age that is upon you now. 
 
Can we tell you when it is going to be fully upon you? No, we cannot. Because, again, we do
not know. 
 
But we do know that the Christ Consciousness has come forward here on the planet to be
accepted by more, and more, and more of you. And as more of you accept the Christ
Consciousness within you, then all will be revealed momentarily. 
 
And I use that term purposefully. For again, you are on the verge, on the cusp, upon the
crescendo, of a Great Happening. A Great Happening, indeed, that has been hinted at by
many of your leaders. Not the leaders of the darkness, but the leaders within the Light. 
 
I am Sananda, and I leave you now in peace, and love. That you would all continue to come
together as one. And know that you are indeed The One.



Week 51 Message
You are All Affected by Negative Energies

Archangel Michael via Sharon Stewart - April 10, 2022
Published at Voyages of Light

 
Sharon Stewart: First, please note there is a Sisterhood of the Rose Full Moon meditation on
Saturday April 16 this week. You might want to take part in it. This is for world peace. The
schedule is on our website on the AA Michael Group page, which is linked at the Voyages of
Light website for this article. Also remember that Michael works with Angel Odeon with a
message in Spanish on Odeon's website, also linked in the comments. The tasks are in his
blog. 
 
I am Archangel Michael, with a message for the Angelic Warrior Group. 
 
Negative energies abound. Sharon is being accosted by them this morning, after having spent
an afternoon with a feuding family, she is tired and feeling down. Understand, and you must all
understand clearly, that you are all affected by the negative energies that surround and
permeate all parts of your planet. It is from this that we wish to free you – to free you from
negativity. 
 
The less you enact negativity the better it is for all, including yourself. It is simple to change
your mind, to take control back of your thoughts and make them more positive, but your
systems tell you that it is hard, it will take years to go through therapy and groups, and that it is
not even worth starting. This is incorrect. Those who are negative in ten or fifteen years' time
will find themselves on the wrong side of life, as many will have transcended this and moved
on past them. Do not indulge negativity in yourself or others. As you sit with those who are
negative, it permeates your own being. 
 
Your high frequency is of absolute concern to the betterment of the world now. Unless you
transmute all negativity, you will carry it and when you carry it you will express and attract it.
Learn to transmute. It is necessary. 
 
With this in mind, I ask you again this week to become the violet flame and to transmute the
negativity that has befallen the area of Ukraine. The war that was desired will not be, and it is
of the utmost urgency that the negative energies that permeate this area be removed so that
Light may dwell there instead of darkness. With this reversal, the home of the demons on
earth will be lost. 
 
This is an important task and you can help others in doing this now. Be at peace. I thank you. I
am your Light. I am your Torch. I will show you the way. We are Legion. Adonai.
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Top Headlines
Please send your benevolent light and love to the following situations.

U.S. Special Forces Arrest Deep State Dr. Anthony Fauci - Real Raw News.
Former U.S. Attorney General Loretta Lynch to be Hanged - Real Raw News.
Nick Fleming's Report: RV-GCR, New QFS, New Digital Backbone is Quantum!
U.S. Company with Ties to WEF, DOD Implicated in Bioweapons Cover-Up - CHD.
Greek Healthcare Workers Launch Hunger Strike: "We Don't Need a Vaccine
Passport to Be Free" - CHD The Defender News.
Moderna Recalls Thousands of COVID Vaccine Doses in Europe - CHD.
"Farm-Free" Lab Food is Catastrophic for Human Health and the Environment,
Report Says - CHD The Defender News.

Ascension

The Great Expansion of Consciousness and the Phoenix Eclipses for April & May
2022 | Archangel Michael via Celia Fenn
The Universe did not Arise from the Big Bang by Chance | Saul via John Smallman
How to Grow Spiritually from What’s Happening Now | The 9D Arcturian Council
St. Germain's Message to Lightworkers April 8, 2022 via Caroline Oceana Ryan
Grand Duchess, Anastasia Romanova via Erena Velazquez | April 8, 2022
No One’s Effort will be Unneeded | The Council via Ronald Head
Your Kindness Matters | Archangel Gabriel via Shelley Young
From Where Fear Comes | Heavenletters
What the High-Vibrational Energies Upon you are for | The 9D Arcturian Council
Monthly Ascended Masters and Stellar Healing Rays Remote Healing, Full Moon
Meditation on April 14th and 16th - We Love Mass Meditations.
You all Dearly Desire to Honor and Love God | Jesus via John Smallman
Help from Yeshua, Archangel Michael, and 10D Pleiadians | The 9D Arcturians
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Your Purpose is 5D, Not 3D
Ashian via Jennifer Crokaert, Ph.D.

Summary of Article at JenniferCrokaert.com
 
Beloved hearts, greetings to you too! It is our joy to connect and to have the opportunity to
collaborate actively with you. In your war analogies, you light workers are the "behind enemy
lines" troops. You bring your light to every situation, not through the jobs you do or the
successes you have, but by being YOU. That energy, YOUR energy is acting like a catalyst,
clearing psychic debris, dissolving density. Everywhere you go, you are working; your energy
is hard at work and the team that works with you is constantly partnering with you to bring you
to the places where your energy can best serve the highest good.
 
So many of our dear brothers and sisters feel alone, as though you have been abandoned, on
your own, behind enemy lines, and the Universe has forgotten you exist. This is not the case.
Each light worker has a team working with them: this team varies in number, but is 8-11
members strong normally, consisting of what you would call Angels, Guardian Angels, Guides,
Galactics, higher dimensional aspects of you and Ascended Masters. Yes! You may have an
Ascended Master working with you, assisting you in your daily life, as you shine the light that
is YOU, everywhere you go.
 
It’s an indication of how powerful you are. Light workers are here on a mission, with a
purpose, a divine calling that is far beyond your 3D personality, job, status, family etc. You
undervalue your divine creator power to create and manifest change.
 
We would suggest spending some time each day becoming aware of the members of your
team, getting used to hearing their subtle voice of intuition, developing conversations with
them. They are here and willing to interact with you; they chose you; they want to work with
you. Up to now, it has been a passive relationship, where you have not fully grasped that you
are actively collaborating, but now… now the energies are shifting, the veils between the
worlds are parting and you can begin a conversation with your team.
 
Allow it to develop gently. Write down what you think you hear in answer to your questions,
leave it for 24 hours and  then  read it. You will recognize truth when you read it. It will
resonate in every cell in your body, if you are channeling answers from your team.
 
Imagine a sphere of light, where the energy at the outside of the sphere seems random and
chaotic, but at the center, there is a ball of cohesive, blinding light – a pure, refined energy of
divine, creative potential and potency.
 
Every human emits an energy streamer, the more aligned you are, the smoother and higher
vibration your streamer is. All streamers meet at the center of the sphere, in the ball of energy.

https://jennifercrokaert.com/ashian/


As the streamers of energy increase in vibration, harmony and cohesion, they will – very soon
[!]- reach a frequency that resonates with the central energy of the sphere. When that
happens… there will be a quantum change.
 
The fundamental purpose of the quantum change will be to bring about the ascension of
humanity on Gaia. What is still in flow, is exactly how that will be achieved. Each person has
free will, and this changing energy has to be calibrated into the overall outcome. The
intelligence it takes to conduct this can only be Divine, such is the complexity. Beyond
influencing you here on Gaia, your ascension triggers changes across space and time that
you cannot yet begin to comprehend.
 
There are, shall we say, three probable timelines in which this will happen. Not all have the
same probability, but of the infinite possibilities, three timelines are present possibilities. 
We find it interesting that Easter is a season of rebirth and there is much change that is upon
you this Easter, this rebirth. You will all be where you are supposed to be. Not a detail is
missed, as the final scene plays itself out.
 
Because you have free will. If we focus you on anything other than trusting your instinct, living
in love and kindness, we are manipulating your free will. WE can only offer you a road map
that details the easiest route: you may choose to take other roads and you also get to choose
what you see as you journey down those roads. That is your power as a divine creator
incarnate.
 
We honor the divinity in you by not giving details, but by treating you as the divine creators
you are. You are creating this, we are the audience; we watch, we shout our support, but we
don’t jump onto your stage. When this is over, you’ll find us all at a post-production party in
paradise somewhere, trying to recover our equilibrium!

(c) Jennifer Crokaert 2022  www.jennifercrokaert.com   YouTub
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Help the Human Collective Take Back Its Power!

Share this newsletter with your friends. Don't post it on
Twitter or Facebook due to COVID-19 censorship. If you
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do, they might delete your account. Namaste and Aloha!
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